
Do’s & Don’ts
OF INTERIOR STYLING

This might sound surprising, but it’s important to consider the 
architecture of your home when interior styling. Sometimes 
what you want is not always best suited for your house. The 
goal is to make it cohesive. This also goes hand in hand with 
the location of your house, don’t pick a look that doesn’t 
match your environment. The best thing you can do is 
embrace where you live and use your surroundings to inspire 
your decorating scheme. 

Do Consider the 
Architecture of Your House

Do Make a Mood Board 

A common challenge interior stylists and designers face is 
communicating a project’s vision to their clients. This is the 
same for your own project, visualizing the look and feel can 
be challenging without seeing the big picture, mood boards 
can bring everything together. A mood board tells a visual 
story and makes it easy for you to see the potential your 
space has. You can see all of the different aspects of a room 
together in one place.
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Traveling around the world can give you a new perspective. 
Finding inspiration from different cultures, lifestyles and colors 
might be just what your home needs. Some of the best pieces 
can be keepsakes and decor. Use the texture, warmth and 
depth of your travels to inspire you to bring the soul back into 
your home. Create a inviting house that comes with a story.

Do Find Inspirations 
in Your Travels3
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As an interior stylist I take what the space has and add depth, warmth, 
layers, colors and light to it. It can be hard to see the potential of a room, 
but with the right furnishings and decor you can make any space 
beautiful and welcoming for everyone to enjoy.

Let’s Get Styling xx

Tessina Lejeunekopp

Don’t Choose 
Matchy-Matchy Decor

Although the goal is to create a cohesive look when styling, 
there is no need to buy accessories that are too similar. All of 
your accessories should not be the same, size, shape, color, 
or pattern. Try switching up textures or patterns the next time 
you buy pillows or choose different size vases, the most 
important thing to remember is a little variety is key. 
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Don’t Have Too 
Much Clutter!

Too much clutter makes your space feel small and busy. 
Everyone likes to display their objects from traveling and 
shopping sprees but if it doesn’t provide a specific purpose 
there is no need for it. The secret to decluttering is to limit the 
number of items you have out at one time. If you don’t want to 
part ways with some of your items store them away, and swap 
them out when the seasons change. 
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Don’t Go Overboard 
on Themes

We all have that one style that we love, and often only turn to 
that one style for inspiration. The mistake is taking the 
inspiration and making it the only theme. Most of the time, an 
overboard theme looks like you are trying too hard and no 
one wants that. Instead try using colors, artwork or furniture 
from the style inspiration and mix it together with other 
decorative pieces. A combination of similar styles can be the 
perfect mix.
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Get a Free Consultation Today! 

https://www.madakinteriors.com/

